FOBRO hoeing machine

The reliable ACCORD/RAU tool frame concept (newly with 8 mm material thickness) has been retained.
This double-sided frame holds attachment parts, such as support wheels, steering and tripod, at the top. The hoeing
parallelograms are screwed onto the bottom of the frame, and can thus be freely adjusted to any potential row spacing.
The radically improved parallelogram (tool frame) is designed specifically for the needs of special crops:
LONG-LASTING, COMPACT, ROBUST, VERSATILE, AND COST-EFFECTIVE.

Very compact design with a large
passage; here with three duckfoot
shares.

FÜR SPEZIALKULTUREN,
BIOANBAU UND REDUZIERTE
HERBIZIDEINSATZ
IM FUTTER- UND ACKERBAU.

DANK HOHER QUALITÄT KOSTEN
GÜNSTIG IM EINSATZ.
ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIEN
GEGEN HERBIZIDRESISTENZEN.

Very compact design
with a large passage;
here with three
duckfoot shares.

The robust parallelogram
made of "DOMEX" steel
sheet allows countless
combinations.

The precise height control
through a large walk-wheel
(260x60mm) can be easily
adjusted without tools via a
lever with a perforated rail.

IT IS POSSIBLE TO HOE WITHIN THE PLANT ROW!
Tested and proven thousands of times over in:
Tree nurseries, roses, lavender, aromatic and medicinal herbs, avenue, forest and fruit trees, bushes, shrubs,
seedlings, rootstock nurseries, vegetable crops, viticulture

Single row with
spring-loaded tool
support for
mounting over
the plant row

The rear mount
with hand steering
allows precise
control

The finger hoe can
be installed in all
standard hoeing
machines

In combination
with the Kress
telescopic hoe, the
entire area can be
processed

The small version of
finger hoe allows
processing of row
spacing starting
from 25 cm

Weiche, große
Fingerhacke
in Rosen

Technical specifications
Subject to technical modifications and product improvements
Time of application
approx. 10 days after planting
Passage
50-80 cm (higher if desired)
Mounting
Front, rear, and mid-mount Horse carriage
Working speed
4 – 15 km/h
Row spacing
small: from 25 cm large: from 40 cm maxi: from 90 cm
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